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Sabuyjai My 4-Door Pickup
Toyota - Hilux Vigo

Ford - Ranger

Isuzu - D-Max

Mazda - BT-50

Mitsubishi - Triton

Nissan - Frontier
Campaign Code 16PD04
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AXA Contracted garage (2 - 7 years)
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Total premium

including VAT & Stamp Duty
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Dealer garage (2 - 5 years)
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*the above premiums are excluding compulsory premium
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Coverage
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third party liability
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bodily injury or compensation
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over maximum limit of compulsory motor insurance only
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limit for property damage
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 own damage coverage
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own damage
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fire and theft
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baht/accident
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baht/accident
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as per sum insured
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as per sum insured
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Total premium

including VAT & Stamp Duty
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Sabuyjai My 4-Door Pickup
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coverage
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additional coverage
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100,000 6 

personal accident (1 driver and 6 passengers)
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baht/person

100,000 6 

medical expenses (1 driver and 6 passengers)
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baht/person
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bail bond

baht/accident
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Benefits
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Cover standard equipment and accessories from manufacturer or car dealer cover accessories 20,000 baht/accident.
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Free AXA Roadside Service 24-hour nationwide tel. 0 2206 5488 such as.
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Free Immediate assistance by AXA assistant technician at the time of loss. (max. 1,500 baht/accident) incurred from roadside emergency service
and unlimited incidents/year.
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Free towing fee for the first 100 km. to the nearest garage in case the insured vehicle cannot be fixed through roadside emergency service.
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Free up to 20 litres of gasoline/year in case the insured vehicle runs out of gasoline while on the road.
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Free AXA 4 U 100% Payment incase of an accident for tyre, battery (except hybrid system battery), lubricant, coolant and audio equipped from factory.
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Conditions
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The above premium is excluding compulsory premium (Pick up 110 = 645.21 baht).
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Car pre-inspection is required.
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Cover for private use only, not for hire/rent.
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Excluded vehicles : modified car for racing.
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Age of Insured vehicle for AXA contracted garage 2 - 7 years and dealer garage 2 - 5 years.
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Sum insured is 80% of the market value.
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This campaign cannot be used in conjunction with any other promotions
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This campaign is valid until 31 march 2017.
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*This brochure is not an insurance contract. Full details are specified in the insurance policy.

